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Diagonal Squares in Garter Stitch with 3 Uses

'Cuddles' babies are so delicate that they need a soft thin yarn, no thicker 

than 4 ply, in white or pale pastel colours please.  If knitting is too thick, there 

will be more blanket than baby for mum to hold. 'Baby knit' yarns work well.



Tip: So that the piece ends up being a right-angle square, use needles a size 

larger than is normal for you for the weight of wool you're using. This allows 

for more 'give' along the row and you won't end up with a long thin 'diamond'.





How to Make Your Diagonal Square
Cast on 3 stitches.

Increases...

Next Row:  K1, increase in next stitch (by 

knitting into the front  and back of the stitch), 

Knit to end of row.


Repeat this row (every row Knit) until sides 

reach required length.


Decreases...

Next Row: K1, Knit 2 together, Knit to end of row.

Repeat this row until 3 stitches remain.

Next Row, Knit 3 together, cut yarn and pull through.





The Diagonal Triangle!
Cast on 3 stitches and increase as above.

When triangle is the size you require for a wrap or 

pocket, cast off loosely.


Tip: if you knit tightly, you can cast off using a 

larger needle.





1: Angel Pocket for Cuddles Tiniest Babies
Please knit a 6" (15cm) square as previous page, and a triangle also with 

6" (15cm) sides.


Tip: when you finish working the square, instead of cutting the yarn, your next 

row will be: cast on 3 stitches and continue the triangle as before. The 

triangle stays attached and it saves darning in the ends!


The square and triangle need to have a fabric lining attached before sewing 

together.  The lining is needed because these tiny babies have such fragile 

skin, the knitting can mark it.


Attach the lined square and triangle using a 

decorative stitch or crotchet.  Continue this 

decoration along all 4 sides and across the 

long edge of the triangle. 

You could sew lace or braid to join the edge if 

you prefer.


Thread narrow ribbon through the top edge of 

the triangle to gather-up and tie in a bow.





If you prefer not to sew, or find it difficult, no problem. Just send us your 

knitted square and triangle and our volunteers are happy to line them and 

finish with some pretty touches.


We can email you a photo of your items after they've been finished, just 

include your email address with your items and request a photo.



2: Wrap
This is a blanket with a hood in one corner and keeps the baby 

nice and snuggly.

It is unlined and needs to drape nicely.

It's also useful if it's worked in a reversible stitch, like garter 

stitch as both sides are seen.



Please knit a square as before, but with sides measuring 

approx 12" (30cm).



Then knit a triangle with only 3" sides (7cm), to form the hood.





Tip: when you finish working the large square, instead of 

cutting your yarn, your next row will be: cast on 3 

stitches and continue the triangle as before.


The triangle stays attached and saves darning in the 

ends!








Attach the small triangle (hood) to the large square in one corner. This can be 

sewn or crocheted together.



If you would like to add a pretty edge around the blanket and hood, please 

do, and maybe a pompom or bow. 



Alternatively, if you prefer not to sew, or find it difficult, that is no problem. Our 

volunteers are happy to finish-off your items and add some pretty touches.



We can email you a photo of your items after they've been finished, just 

include your email address with your items and request a photo.



3: Blanket Squares
The yarn still needs to be soft and thin please, no thicker than 4 ply in white 

and pale pastel colours.

If knitting is too thick, there will be more blanket than baby for mum to hold. 

'Baby knit' yarns work well.



Make 4" (10cm) squares in the same diagonal method as before.  These 

squares can be made into a blanket, or just keep going until your square 

grows and measures 15-24" (38-60cm).



If you would like to sew your squares together and add a pretty edge, you 

can, or alternatively, if you prefer not to sew, or find it difficult, our volunteers 

are happy to add finishing touches.



We can email you a photo of your items after they've been finished, just 

include your email address with your items and request a photo.




Thank you for caring enough to help us











Cuddles has been a non profit making organisation since 

1999.  We regularly liaise with midwives and bereavement 

councillors to supply tiny items, which have been 

specifically designed with babies and parents in mind.


If you would like to find out more about 'Cuddles', or have 

any questions, please visit our website at  cuddles-uk.org  

where you can join our group page, meet volunteers, see photos and find 

many patterns to knit or crotchet.  We take pride in making items with love 

and sensitivity for these tiniest babies.


